
 

 

THE UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE INSTITUTE OF AGRICULTURE 
SPACE COMMITTEE MEETING MINUTES 

 
September 28, 2018 

 

ATTENDEES:  Wise, Buschermohle, Carrier, Rials, Stearns, Harper, Stier, Cagle, Schrick 
 

CALL TO ORDER:  Dr. Neal Schrick Time: 11:00 a.m. MINUTES: Approval of August 30, 2018 Minutes 11:02 a.m. 
 

ANNOUNCEMENTS: 

 Dr. Cross request to inform Space Committee that Common Ground newsletter will be including a facility feature in 
each issue providing links to detailed information about on-going facility projects. Coordinated by Steve Glafenhein 
and hopefully will increase the outreach communication to all faculty and staff so they know projects, timelines, 
stats. Those to include capital maintenance, will not include smaller projects. 

 

 Morgan Hall Fire Code Plan of Corrective Action (POCA) continues to move forward.  The POCA has been approved 
by the State Fire Marshall.  Facilities Services has begun some of the work.  The work will be completed by Facilities 
Services and their sub-contractors.  Work has been completed on the 226 classroom.  Joe Cagle sent all members of 
the UTIA Space Committee an electronic set of floor plans and details. 
To start third floor stairway within next couple weeks 

 

 BESS is requested a student project by Construction Sciences to construct aggregate bins behind the BESS Lab 
Building.  We will be submitting a Tennessee One Call (TOC) to identify any underlying utilities.  We have met and 
discussed the location with Facilities Services and are awaiting the design drawings from Eric Drumm from BESS.  
We are also soliciting the assistance of FS Heavy Equipment for site excavation when design and project have been 
approved. 
Aggregate bins for Construction Sciences class project – waiting on class to provide drawings that will be presented 
to the campus design committee.  Facility Services to help with grade work; Dr. Drumm getting contractor to 
help/finish concrete work. 

 

 We have requested that Facilities Services install two fans with vents to circulate air under the floor of 121C and 123 
Morgan Hall.  FS states that the floor is resting on a concrete slab and additional fans will not resolve the air quality 
issue.  At this time FS is exploring modifying the existing ventilation to improve air flow.   
Facility Services believe floor joists are sitting on the concrete pad underneath so putting a vent there will not help; 
looking to improve existing ventilation. Must go through Facilities, they are responsible for the building. 

 

 General Services/Publications and Services (GSP&S) will assist with moving Extension Strategic Planning (ESP) 
storage to 105 Ellington Plant Sciences.  Neal Stewart’s group has emptied the cabinets along the South wall and 
GS/P&S will remove the cabinets and assemble shelves to store ESP material on the shelves.  Joe Cagle will 
coordinate the moving. 
In process of moving Extension Strategic Planning storage from 110 McCord Hall to 105 EPP.  Cabinets have been 
removed, shelving hung, moved materials.  Utilizing student labor, working as fast as they can on this project. Work-
Order submitted for painting in 110-111 lab. 
 
***When submitting a work order, submit through a PP28 rather than through Archibus.  Joe Cagle can pull the 
request and work directly with the coordinators. 

 

 Window cleaning of UTIA Campus Buildings:  General Services/Publications and Services (GS/P&S) has another 
contract for cleaning the exterior windows on the UTIA Campus.  We are in process of discussing with the occupants 
of the assigned space within UTIA buildings.  If the occupants want the windows cleaned the cost will be divided by 
the assigned departmental space occupying the building.  It is recommended that all windows be cleaned at least 



 

 

once a year and all occupants must pay their share calculated by their space assignments.  Joe Cagle will be working 
with the departments to get this done.  Example: BESS Office and Lab Buildings $1900.00 and includes cleaning 
inside and outside. 
Working with Nelson’s Window Cleaning Service to get UTIA campus building windows cleaned.  Wet Out by Nexus 
is a natural product used.  Cost is based on occupancy of the building.  Generate report breakdown by who occupies 
the space, by individual, by department. 

 

 Campus Events Reservation System:  For the past several months, the Office of Campus Event Services has been 
working diligently to introduce Ad Astra, the new meeting and event scheduling system. The rollover to Ad Astra to 
manage campus event space has been postponed from October 1, 2018 to February 4, 2019. 
Provided copy of contacts by building.  Has been delayed; will go into effect February 4, 2019.  For security reasons, 
tracking who is utilizing the space.   
 

 

 Jay Eckles – The possibility of a visualization that would allow browsing for free office space 
Came about when Dwayne Shoemaker sent a request with two new faculty coming in, February 1st and March 1st 
and does not have office space to assign.  Ability for a Department Head to view available space and who is the 
responsible department.   
 
Jay Eckles – this concept is possible.  A report driven by data that is extracted from Archibus into a report. Can 
restrict what information is provided; floor plans included mapped by room numbers, color code and have capacity 
available.  Can search by different types of spaces by floor, by building.  Questions for Space Committee to consider:  
Do you like this, what additional features do you need for this to be useful, would you be willing to spend time 
testing an actual report and help ITS develop a program. 
 
Committee Thoughts: 
 
Dr. Carrier:  Dangerous tool – individuals who are knowledgeable of the software could use it as a powerful tool.  It 
would have to be extremely simple, intuitive.  This could be very useful, but it could also be used in a non-wise 
manner.   
 
Dr. Stier – first thought is this is absolutely fantastic!  Something that we have asking for since he has been with the 
University.  Agree with Dr. Carrier, it has some dangers.  In some cases, might be able to ameliorate those potential 
dangers by limited access to the information and/or indicate who is actually occupying the space based on the 
priority list that we have for the Space Committee, allocated based on priority.  Who will be able to enter and 
maintain database, do we have personnel?  Feel it’s important we make time to maintain this information, as this 
will be a very useful tool. 
 
Joe Cagle:  It’s only as good as the information that is provided/entered.  Occupancy survey is how funding is 
determined.  The information sometimes is not trustworthy or is old information.  Sometimes people are added to 
multiple rooms/offices.   
 
Dr. Schrick: Think we need to bite the bullet and get this started.  Start with one building as a beta test with the 
committee to see how it would function. 
 
Filter by active and non-active?  Can incorporate data, color code, saturation of colors to show occupancy.  
Incorporate HR and finance data; for any given occupant, can indicate this person as active employee, retired, active 
on leave, whatever is active in IRIS. 
 
Enforce communication between departments; Password protect 
 

https://t.e2ma.net/click/wglggg/gwm3lfb/c9x1c4b


 

 

When a faculty member retires, the Department Head is responsible to provide notice in writing to the Space 
Committee 
ITS Request/Need:   
Sit down with selected group of individuals to discuss what features are needed, such as a Vacant check-box; view 
space by department; knowing how you want to use the database is what will drive how it looks.  Need to know any 
rules, ex. You don’t want to show chancellors and deans or anything related to ITS, that can be implemented.  What 
kind of data do you want to be able to display, such as active/inactive employment status. Go by UTIA Priority 
website.  Provide a list of features that you might possibly want and will prioritize what are the first most important 
ones.  Only allow individual to see space that affects them, their department.  Members of space committee can 
view all.  Adding filters based on the person asking to view the space will take additional time.  What is the minimum 
set that will provide minimum value to you?  Generate reports only available to the Space Committee.  Offices and 
labs as primary.  Show names of who occupy space.  Because individuals can be assigned more than one space, that 
will require a little more time for programming. 
 
Dr. Carrier suggestion – possible to have accessible to Space Committee only for the committee to use as a tool to 
dispose of certain requests. 
 
Departments see their own space 
 
Knox/Main campus would benefit from this program 
 
Month or so of programming. Document scope project – Visit with Dennis Hensler 
 
Schedule meeting to discuss setup/possibilities 

 
 

OLD BUSINESS: 
 AREC (Delton Gerloff) Space Request 
 18 people maximum occupancy 
 12-14 lounge setting 
 12 work stations 
 need Fire Marshall confirmation 
 
 tabled motion – Dr. Schrick follow up with Steve Glafenhein   
 

NEW BUSINESS: 
 EPP (DeWayne Shoemaker) Space Requests 
 not aware of open office space; possibility in Ellington 
 
 tabled motion – Dr. Schrick to follow up with Dr. Shoemaker 
 
 
ADJOURN: Dr. Neal Schrick Time:  12:21 p.m. 


